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Record of Decisions of the Fifteenth Session of the Council of IJSG

(Agenda Item G)
Decision I (XV)
(Agenda item A.3.a - Establishment of Credential Committee)

The Council of the IJSG:
Noting the limited number of membership and recalling the decisions taken at its previous Sessions;

Decides:
   a) Not to elect a Credentials Committee but to entrust the responsibility to the Secretary General of the IJSG to check the appropriate documents and report back to the Council in the beginning of the Session.

Decision II (XV)
(Agenda item A.4 - Admission of Observers)

The Council of the IJSG:
Noting the presence of observers;

Decides:
   a) to accept the representative of Philippines and Russian Federation as observers according to paragraph 14(c) of the Agreement Establishing the Terms of Reference of the IJSG.

Decision III (XV)
(Agenda item A.5 - Distribution of votes)

The Council of the IJSG:
Noting the contents of the Secretariat document C/(XV)/2, on Distribution of Votes to the Administrative Budget for 2012-13;

Decides:
   a) to approve the distribution of votes for the jute year 2012/13.

Decision IV (XV)
(Agenda item A.6 - Confirmation of the Report of the Fourteenth Session of the Council)

The Council of the IJSG:
Noting the content of Annex A; the ‘Report of the Fourteenth Session of the Council’;

Decides:
   a) to approve the ‘Report of the Fourteenth Session of the Council of IJSG.’
Decision V (XV)
(Agenda item A.7 - Confirmation of the Report of the Thirteenth PSCB meeting of IJSG)

The Council of the IJSG:
Noting the content of Annex B, the Report of the Thirteenth PSCB meeting of IJSG
Noting the comments of the Chairman of PSCB
Decides:
  a) to approve the Report of the Thirteenth meeting of the PSCB of IJSG.

Decision VI (XV)
(Agenda item A.9 – Statement by the Secretary General on the activities after the Fourteenth Session of the Council and assessment of the current jute situation matters relating to membership and associate membership)

The Council of the IJSG:
Noting the new initiatives and the ongoing activities of IJSG, its achievements and future strategies;
Noting the progress on the membership issue made with other potential member countries;
Noting the Annex-2 of document C/(XV)/1 containing the present status of Membership of IJSG;
Noting the contents of the IJSG Secretariat document C/(XV)/3, concerning the “Status of the Membership”;
Noting the invigorating initiative taken by the Secretariat in increasing the number of the Associate Members of the IJSG;
Noting further that the Secretary General has accepted the Associate Membership of 12 (twelve) associations/entities provisionally approved by the Council;
Considering the efforts made to persuade potential member countries and to increase the associate membership of the Group;
Decides:
  a) to continue the efforts for getting more members;
  b) to reiterate its appeal to non-member countries issued at the Third session of the Council
  c) to request all existing members to make collective efforts for new membership.
  d) to approve the Associate Membership of twelve associations/entities provisionally accepted by the Secretary General, as given in the List-B of the document C/(XV)/3;
  e) to request the Secretariat and the PSCB to continue their efforts for further increasing the associate membership of the IJSG.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Decision VII (XV)
(Agenda item C.1. a. Staff Regulations and Rules of IJSG; Regulation 3.3)

The Council of the IJSG:
Noting the comments of the delegates;

Noting that the term ‘regular’ goes well with the nature of employment rather than the term ‘permanent’ for the contractual employees of IJSG;

Considering the necessity of the proposed changes in the staff Regulations/Rules of IJSG;

Decides:
  a) to replace the word ‘permanent’ with ‘regular’ in Regulation 3.3 of Staff Regulations and Rules of IJSG and wherever it appears in the staff Rules and Regulation of IJSG and elsewhere it is applicable.

Decision VIII (XV)
(Agenda item C.1.b. REGULATION 5.0 ( Provident Fund Committee) of Provident Fund Regulation of IJSG and Rule 501 ( Provident Fund) of Staff Regulations and Rules of IJSG)

The Council of the IJSG:
Noting the comments of the delegates;

Noting that the proposed structure of Provident Fund (PF) Committee will be more appropriate in managing the provident fund;

Decides:
  a) to approve the Provident Fund (PF) committee as following:

Provident Fund Committee:
  1) Secretary General: Chairman of PF Committee (representing Professional Staff)
  2) Project and Operations officer: Member of PF Committee (representing National Officer)
  3) Finance Assistant: (ex-officio) Member of PF Committee
  4) Two representative from General staff: Members of PF Committee

Decision IX (XV)
(Agenda item C.2 Expenditure status of the Administrative budget of the IJSG for the jute year 2012/2013 as on 01 December 2012.

The Council of the IJSG:
Noting the content of IJSG Secretariat document C/(XV)/5 presenting the expenditure status of the Administrative budget of IJSG for the jute year 2012/2013 as on 01 December 2012.
Decides:
a) to take a note of the stated expenditure status of the Administrative budget of IJSG for the jute year 2012/2013 as on 01 December 2012

Decision X (XV)
(Agenda item D.1.a. Discussion on revised ‘Draft ToR’ for IJSG beyond 2014)

The Council of the IJSG:
Noting the comments of Bangladesh delegates

Noting the comments of Indian delegates

Noting the views of European Union delegates

Decides:
 a) Appreciates the views of the Government of Bangladesh for their commitment to continue the IJSG after 2014.
b) Appreciates the Indian delegation for their support to the draft ToR and request Indian delegation to formally communicate their views on the draft ToR
c) Appreciates the support of EU till April 2014 and express gratitude for the supports provided so far and also appreciates their goodwill for a future of IJSG without EU as a member beyond 2014
d) Request the Governments of Bangladesh, India and the IJSG Secretariat for intensifying their efforts for new membership and continue to work for a future of the existing organization

Decision XI (XV)
(Agenda item D.1.b. Future Steps to initiate discussion at UNCTAD for renegotiation of the ToR of IJSG)

The Council of the IJSG:
Noting the comments of the member delegates;

Decides:
 a) to drop the agenda.

Decision XII (XV)
(Agenda item F. Date(s) of the Sixteenth Session of the Council of the IJSG)

The Council of the IJSG

Decides:
To convene its Sixteenth Session of the Council in May 2013. The actual date(s) of the Council Session will be decided in consultation with the Chairperson and the Member Countries.


Decision XIII (XV)
(Agenda item G - Adoption of the Record of Decisions of the Fifteenth Session of the Council)

The Council of the IJSG:

Decides:

a) To adopt the Record of Decisions of the Fifteenth Session of the Council as contained in document C/(XV)/6 and to authorize the Secretariat to prepare and circulate the Report of the Council Session in document C/(XV)/7 as soon as possible to all Members, Associate Members and Observers.